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Ov r the course of a long and 
dIstingu1shed career, Portugese 
filmmaker Manoel De Oliveira has 
developed a distinctive cinematic 
style that is self-reflective, mag·cal 
philosop: ical and poetic. 
I first discovered Oliveira through his three-part film, 
Anxiety (Inquietude, 1998), a movie made when he was 90 
years old. I was taken by his poetic and hypnotic images, 
philosophical yet humorous vision, his subtly deceptive 
metaphors, and by the way in which his film challenged the 
audience's expectation and participation. Anxiety is one of 
those rare films that stayed with me for a long time. I was 
fortunate enough to see Oliveira's later films on the big 
screen at the Chicago International Film Festival and to visit 
some of his older films on tape. 
Most of his films are based on novels, short stories or 
plays. At times, they are wordy and dialogue-driven. Some 
of this may be due to the close association he maintains 
with three Portuguese writers - Camilo Castelo Branco Jose 
Regio and Agustina Bessa-Lu1s. At the same time, the way 
in which he frames his dialogue scenes releases them from 
being literal or theatrical. He deliberately includes dead 
moments and silence in his scenes and has his actors 
deliver their lines without much interaction, almost absent-
mindedly, with the effect that they appear to be thinking out 
loud. In Princfpio da lncerteza (The Uncertainty Principle, 
2002), for example, two women (signifying mother and 
whore) sit on opposite sides of a coach and look at distant 
points while talking to each other. This guides our attention 
BY MEHRNAZ SAEED-VAFA 
toward the off-screen space. During this, the whore adopts 
a saintly character and the sacred woman turns vulgar. 
At such moments, the Bressonian performances of the 
actors and their dream-like gaze undercuts the potentially 
melodramatic plot structure of his films and turns them into 
self-reflexive cinema. 
This issue of deceptive appearances in relation to truth is 
a recurrent theme in Oliveira's work that is often conveyed 
through questions of class, wealth, and religion. In The 
Letter1(A Carta, 1999), a rock singer desires a beautiful 
rich woman who in turn is longing for an inner peace and 
selfless love that can be attained .through a religious or 
spiritual quest. Another way in which Oliveira explores these 
issues is through his interest in objects, especially the 
antique objet d'art and furniture. His use of low lighting and 
composition.gives these a physical presence. They become 
observers of the action, the characters, and the passage 
of time. Like his performances, this is used to deliberately 
distract us from the "drama" of the scene. 
On a personal note, I never thought that I would have the 
chance to meet Oliveira and talk to him about his work. 
Happily, this opportunity presented itself with the screening 
of his latest film, Espe/a Magico (Magic Mirror, 2005) at 
the 41st Chicago International Film Festival. During his 
visit to Chicago, Oliveira came to Columbia College where 
I was able to sit with him and our students for an hour-
long interview. I found him extremely nice, attentive, lively, 
articulate and intelligent. It was amazing and inspiring 
to see a 96 year-old artist still so full of life. Of course, I 
couldn't help but ask him how he was able to maintain such 
a vital career over such a long life. Smiling, he gave me his 
simple truth: "Making films." 
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At 97, Manoel De Oliveira is the 
oldest contmuously practicing 
filmmaker in the history of the 
medium. To consider the astonishing length of his 
career, it is only necessary to put it in perspective. In 1931, 
when Oliveira directed is first film, Douro, Faina Fluvial 
(Labor on the Douro River), sound had come to the movies a 
scant three years earlier, the worldwide impact of the Great 
Depression was only just being recognized, and Hitler was 
considered nothing more than an obscure political upstart 
whose star would soon burn itself out. 
Born into a family of wealthy Portugese industrialists in 
1908, Oliveira attended school in Galicia, Spain. As a young 
student, he fixed his eye on acting while his pursuits also 
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took in various athletics as well as auto racing. He began 
to seriously pursue performance at the age of 20 when he 
enrolled in an acting school run by Italian filmmaker Rina 
Lupo. 
A key moment in Oliveira's growth as an artist occurred later 
that year when he saw a screening of Walther Ruttman's 
classic lyrical documentary Berlin: Symphony of a City. 
Almost immediately, Oliveira's acting ambitions were put 
on the back burner. He quickly purchased a 35mm movie 
camera and used it to chronicle the daily life of in his 
hometown of Oporto. Much inspired by Ruttman, Douro, 
Faina Fluvial would immediately display Oliveira's gift for 
lyrical realism. This has since come to be seen as one of 
the distinguishing traits of his work. Oliveira followed this 
with a return to his first love when he acted in The Song of 
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Lisbon (1933, directed by Jose Cottinelli Telma), Portugal's 
first sound film. 
Oliveira's next directing assignment (and first feature) 
was almost his last. Made in 1942, Aniki-B6b6 was a 
financial disaster. A story of Oporto's street children, 
Aniki-B6b6 prefigured the Italian neorealist movement of 
a few years later. At the time, though, it was considered 
bleak and uncommercial. Although it would later come to 
be recognized as one of Portugal's finest films, the failure 
of Aniki-B6b6 made it difficult for Oliveira to complete his 
next several projects. Disappointed, he turned his attention 
to running various family enterprises and did not attempt 
to reignite his film career until 1955. At this point, bored 
with the family business and desperate to get back into 
film, Oliveira traveled to Germany. Here, he looked into the 
new advances in film technology and purchased a better 
camera. The following year, he directed another film set 
in his beloved Oporto. The short documentary, 0 Pintor 
e a Cidade (The Painter and the City) re-established his 
place in the filmmaking community and would prove to be 
an influential work. His true reemergence, though, did not 
come until 1963 when he directed another documentary, 0 
.Acta de Primavera (Rite of Spring). A joyous celebration of 
community, it tells the story of a group of peasants setting 
about the task of staging their annual passion play. At the 
heart of this story was something new to Oliveira's work. 
The lyrical realism of his past work was now matched with 
a deep love and respect for the traditions _of the decidedly 
less realistic art of the theater. · 
Oliveira's follow-up film, A Gaea (The Hunt), would not 
only prove to be the dark companion piece of O Acta di 
Primavera, it would also flirt with controversy. The darkness 
of A Gaea works in direct contrast to the sunny optimism of 
0 Acta di Primavera. For Oliveira, the two films are related 
through their differences. If O Acta di Primavera is his 
representation of heaven on earth, then A Gaea is his view 
of its hell. The poles represented by these films display the 
fullest range of Oliveira's worldview. In future, his work would 
reflect both sides within the same film. A Gaea, though, is a 
vision that had to withstand some compromises. Attacked 
by the censors as too bleak, Oliveira was forced to tack on 
a happy ending that did not jibe with the mood of the rest of 
the film. 
Although his work of the mid-60's made him a hero of 
Portugal's young directors, Oliveira took another break. He 
did not make another film until 1971. During the intervening 
years, his reputation had grown to a point where those 
young filmmakers wanted to learn from him. Forming an 
· innovative film cooperative known as the CPC, they coaxed 
Oliveira out of retirement by offering him the opportunity 
to direct the first film of the new group. 0 Passado e o 
Presente (Past and Present) became the first of Oliveira's 
unofficial "Quartet of Frustrated Loves." 
In 1977, Oliveira would direct the second of these, an 
adaptation of Camilo Castello Branco's novel Amor de 
Perdicao (Ill-Fated Love). Produced for television, the 
film proved to be a humiliating failure. Rallying back, 
Oliveira made Francisca (1981). Considered one of his 
masterpieces, Oliveira cleverly chose a story in which the 
main character was based on Branco, the author of his 
earlier failure. In 1992, he would return to Branco and 
tell how he came to shoot himself with the final film in his 
"Quartet," 0 Dia Do Desespero (The Day of Despair). 
What is remarkable about Oliveira's career since this film is 
not just that it has continued (he was 84 at the completion 
of O Dia Do Desespero) but that his workload has increased 
dramatically. At an age when most of his contemporaries 
have either retired or died, Oliveira has maintc;3ined an 
astonishing production schedule of at least one major film a 
year. Even more remarkable is that his work only gets richer 
and more humane with the passing years. 
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AN : NTE:R·Vt EW WITH 
MEHRNAZ SAEED-VA . _ (MSV): You have had a long history 
of making films since your first silent film in the early 
thirties until this year. In between, we know that you had 
some years when you didn't work. I would like you to talk 
about why you didn't work for sometime, and what kind of 
projects you wanted to make but couldn't. 
ANOEL DE OLIVEIRA ( DO): I wasn't working because I 
couldn't work. My first film was paid for by my father. It was a 
low budget film with the cheapest camera around, which was 
a Kino-Mo. The director of photography was a good friend of 
mine; he was an amateur who worked in a bank. He had won 
competitions and prizes internationally, but because he was 
a friend, he didn't earn any money. His name was Antonio 
Mendes. I was lucky to find this friend who despite being an 
old friend, we had never conversed about cinema before. One 
day I met him and told him that I was about to make a film 
with a 16mm camera that a friend of mine was going to lend 
me and asked him if he wasn't interested in doing the camera 
work. This was a concern to me since I needed someone 
to do the photography. Then he showed me his wallet and 
in it he had some photographs he had taken. He said, "I do 
photography," which was something I didn't know beforehand. 
I saw right away that the photos were very, very good so I 
invited him. He was very excited and said yes. 
I spoke to my father who had no certainties about the quality 
of the work I was about to do but decided to back me up and 
finance the camera and the film stock. 
MANDEL DE OLIVEIRA RECEIVING GOLDEN HUGO FROM CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FOUNDER MICHAEL KUTZA. 
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Antonio worked in a bank and he could leave only at 4 p.m., 
so we had more late evenings than anything else in the film. 
This made the production very complicated because we could 
only film after four o'clock (laughs). Because of this, it took 
me about two years to shoot the film. We set up a lab in a 
garage under some stairs. We had a wooden chassis were 
we would put the film in, and then it would go into the tints 
to be developed. The furthest the reels would slide in to the 
chassis was twelve meters because we had miscalculated 
the sizes when we built it. We had to cut the film after every 
twelve meters if we were to develop it using our chassis, so 
we began to send the film to be developed in a lab in Lisbon. 
Lopes Ribeiro, who was a person in the film industry, awaited 
my return from an athletics competition to invite me to attend 
the Fifth Congress of International Critics in Lisbon. 
For economical reasons, I first began editing the film using the 
negative on top of a pool table that I had at home. I eventually 
finished editing the film in Lisbon using an American editing 
machine. The film was presented in Lisbon at this congress 
on the 12th of September 1931. 
I found recently that on the day of my film's premiere, Aurelio 
Paes dos Reis, who was the founder of cinema in Portugal, 
I 
died. Paes dos Reis made his first film one year after the first 
Lumiere film, he sort of copied the Lumiere films. He made a 
film about the workers exiting a shirt factory called Confianca 
located in the city of Porto. 
: . SV: So many of your films take place in Porto, your 
hometown. What is it about this place and its history that 
attracts you? 
0: Cinema was created in Porto. Porto was a city of many 
initiatives. For instance, the letter of constitution written by 
Don Pedro IV. Don Pedro went to Brazil and his brother Don 
Miguel, an absolutist, ceased power in Portugal. Don Pedro 
gave Brazil independence and returned to Portugal to defend 
the throne. He was against his absolutist brother and gave 
him the constitutional letter, which was an important letter 
since it was based on the principle of liberty. 
He was so well received that when he died, he left his own 
heart to the city of Porto, and it is there in the Ordem da 
Trindade, which is a place in the city. There is also a statue of 
Don Pedro in the main square, placed there by the people of 
the city. 
Fernandez Thomaz, a man from Porto, who took the first 
initiatives against the dominant presence of the British in the 
city, led the first movement of independence from the British, 
after the French invasions. 
On January 31, 1891 the first republican movement
1
against 
the monarchy took place in Porto as well. 
King John the first, married in Porto. This king was so well 
received in the city that he decided to give benefits of the 
sort unseen before to the people of the city, like for example: 
a noble person could only remain in the city for a maximum 
period of three days, and the people from Porto could not 
be arrested outside the city. They could also carry weapons 
with them. Luis de Cam6es, a great Portuguese poet, once 
said that regardless of the fact that a man could be noble, 
he wouldn't have as many benefits as the citizens of Porto 
' 
referring to a noble man who had many benefits, a common 
attribute of the people from the noble class. Today the city 
of Porto is entirely dependent on Lisbon, and Portugal is 
dependent upon the European Union. As independent as we 
might be, we are always going to be dependent now. 
Well, I guess the history of Porto is more or less taken care of. 
(General laughter) 
MSV: Your first film, Douro, Faina Fluvial, is a testament to 
Porto and the daily life of that city in the early 1930's. 
MDO: Douro, Faina Fluvial has acquired great value throughout 
the years since it depicts a reality that simply vanished 
forever. Back then, the city was located by the Douro River and 
its business life was centered around it; cargo ships would 
come from abroad by the sea bringing varied products. Other 
ships coming from different parts of the Douro would bring 
wine, meat and fruits, coal and codfish caught in different 
regions. The river also provided fish to the city. In short, the 
entire business life of Porto was centered around this river. 
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Then they created a bridge with two levels, which brought 
the business center higher in the city. The riverside lost it's 
influence and today it's economic importance has disappeared 
completely. Nowadays the river has lost everything it once 
had with the creation of new docks nearby, taking with it all 
the sea-life activity. Now you have the airports, the highways 
and trucks for cargo. The only thing left in the river is tourism; 
you have tourist boats going up and down. For this reason the 
film, which is the only existent about this subject, is now an 
important historical document. 
MSV: In your last two films, Principle of Uncertainty and 
} 
Magic Mirror, there are moments when two characters are 
sitting within the frame and talk about a third person but 
they never face each other and keep looking off-screen. This 
creates a sense of disconnection between the dialog and 
the action. Why did you make this choice? 
MDO: In the Magic Mirror, the dialog has fundamental 
importance, it doesn't matter where the characters look but 
what they say. When framing my actors my concern is mainly 
composition, it is like placing a saint in a church's altar; its 
positioning and composition have to be as interesting and 
expressive as possible in order to enhance the image of the 
actors ... I mean the saint' s image. 
I said "saint" instead of "actor" but, as a matter of fact, 
actors are like saints. 
MSV: You were an actor once! 
MDO: Me? An actor?! Yes, but not a saint. 
(General laughter) 
AUDIENCE UESTIO , (AQ): How have audiences changed 
since you went to the cinema as a boy? 
MDO: Well, since their behaviour is in the dark, one can't see 
it. (General laughter) In truth, the mentality from that time 
compared to now has changed a lot. Curiously, the films have 
changed a lot as well. The films from those days were very 
serious and the public took them seriously as well. There was 
always an intermission in the middle of the film. If there was 
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a difficult scene they didn't understand, people would have 
the opportunity to exchange ideas about it. They would never 
attribute their incomprehension of the scene to the film's 
eventual hermeticism but instead to their own incapability of 
understanding it. People would debate the most complicated 
scenes with their friends and make an effort to understand it. 
This doesn't happen anymore, if the scene is more complex, 
more difficult or richer, the spectator simply stands up and 
leaves the theatre. The public today doesn't like to think and 
doesn't have time to think. 
Kafka was asked a long time ago if he liked to go to the 
cinema, and he responded: "Cinema is too fast. It doesn't 
allow us time to think". Today, I search for a cinema that is 
more connected to the "first" type of cinema instead of to 
the one of the present. It is a difficult thing, but I truly believe 
cinema isn't just to be seen and heard but it also belongs to 
the "realm of the thought," like Da Vinci used to say. 
- There's a philosopher from 300 BC who said this thing, which 
deeply moved me. He said: "millions of years were necessary 
for man to reach intelligence and thought," I found it curious 
that he first speaks of "intelligence" and only after he speaks 
of "thought" as something more refined. That means that 
intelligenGe isn't a consequence of thought but thought is a 
consequence of intelligence. Today, the tendency is reversed. 
If we continue like this, within a couple of years we will 
become what we were a million of years ago. Of course there 
are still groups of people, an elite, which is engaged, and 
worries about science and thought, groups such as yours for 
example. 
AQ: During the period when you were not able to make 
many films for political reasons, the projects that you had 
to abandon. Were these ones you would have liked to have 
made later? 
DO: It is difficult because there is a psychosis and a 
mentality in each period of time. The ideas I had with a 
specific mentality and psychic state related to that time 
period wouldn't apply to a different period in time 30 or 
40 years later were the psychosis and the mentality were 
different. It would be difficult and would require an adaptation 
but this adaptation wouldn't justify the reasons why I had the 
ideas in the first place. For instance, during the tim~ of my 
youth men kissed women as well but the kiss was a different 
kiss. If you take silent films and see how they kissed you'll 
know how kissing was done back then. Kissing today is like 
if you were at the table eating something. (General laughter) 
What is more interesting, more shocking, is that in a modern 
historical film that depicts events that took place in the past, 
two hundred years ago, one hundred years ago, or even 
eighty years ago, a kiss is depicted in the way kissing is done 
nowadays! There is no historical respect. It is necessary to 
know how people kissed back then, how people ate back 
then, because five hundred years ago people ate with their 
hands so one can't make a film that takes place five hundred 
years ago and show people eating using silverware like it is 
done nowadays. History needs to be respected, but there 
isn't such a thing as historical respect, people don't make 
historical films with true historical accuracy. Rare are the 
cases where such things are respected. 
In my films this is an enormous preoccupation. When I made 
No, or the Vain Glory of Command, I had two historians helping 
me do the shooting script. During the entire process of 
shooting I had yet another two. The first one was in charge of 
the costumes and manners of the people of that time period 
and the other took care of the historical accuracy of the battle 
scenes in the movie. They accompanied me during the entire 
time of production making sure I wouldn't commit serious 
historical mistakes and inaccuracies. I have a lot of respect 
for history. And a film has to have respect for itself. 
MSV: Can you talk a little more about this? How do you see 
that respect expressing itself in terms of the art form? 
MDO: I will use an example. I make a distinction between 
architecture and cinema; architecture is not exactly an 
art because it has a declared purpose to exist, it obeys a 
program. Architecture can build a school, a military camp, 
a university, a hospital, a theatre or a casino. In short, 
architecture corresponds to a defined program and its 
necessities. Art, on the other hand, doesn't have a defined 
16-
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sort of interpretation of the Babel tower and the difficulty to 
overcome this utopia. 
A,Q: I was very interested in what you said when you talked 
about the psychosis of any particular period. You also talked 
about how important it is to respect history. Do you see a 
dialog going on between a particular past and a particular 
present in, say, your film The Letter? 
MOO: No. The Letter is a particular case because of this lady 
who keeps her affection and dignity straight all the way. This 
was set at a time in the European courts when women, the 
duchess and so on had their affairs, had their lovers but did it 
in hiding because it was not okay for it to be known. The lady 
represented what "should be," but in our present time her 
attitude doesn't have the same meaning, it doesn't represent 
what "should be" anymore. Mentality has changed; people 
don't get married and have relations with various women. 
What used to be a taboo is normality now. The scandalous 
issue is to maintain the lady's dignity in a completely opposite 
social situation. 
AQ: Do you like to rehearse with your actors before 
shooting? 
MDO: I never rehearse. I like the spontaneity of the actors, 
my concern is the choice of the actor for the character. This is 
a drama; it is a moment of great anxiety for me that lasts until 
I come to a conclusion. Characters are abstract and actors 
are concrete. It is necessary to correctly match the abstract 
with the concrete. This is my doubt because when I choose 
an actor that seems right for the character he will really be 
the character. He will provide the character with his voice, his 
gestures, his figure, etc. Once I cast an actor, the actor rules 
the character. He knows the text. I like to give actors liberty 
because I appreciate their spontaneity. 
i V: You write most of your films and also supervise the 
editing. Which part of the filmmaking process is more 
difficult or joyous to you? 
DO: What gives me more pleasure is the shooting script. 
The time when I rest the most is during the shooting. What 
concerns me the most is the editing because that's when 
purpose to exist. The fact that architecture has a defined 
purpose withdraws its' sense of art. Art has no purpose 
or finality at all. Godard used to say that cinema isn't art 
or life but something in between, I think this applies best 
to architecture, it is not art and is its not life but within 
architecture life and art are consumed. 
There was a Portuguese poet named Jose Regio who used to 
say that art has its fruit in the flower, not in the fruit. 
AQ: The spoken word is very important in your work, and 
to cite a specific example, in Filme Falado where you have 
the scene at the captain's table, four languages are being 
spoken simultaneously. You have English, French, Italian 
and Greek at the same time. Could you talk about how you 
approached that scene? How you shot that scene and how 
you worked once you were inside shooting it? 
MDO: I approached the scene exactly as it is expressed in 
the film. I wouldn't put the Greek to speak Portuguese nor the 
French or the Italian; it would've diminished it. Since the film 
was about the European culture, the Mediterranean culture, 
the Occidental culture, the basis was that the actor would 
speak his own native language. Today English dominates 
and this is the reason why I used (John) Malkovich as the 
American captain. He is the one who speaks English although 
he understands Portuguese for having been in Brazil for a long 
while. Brazil is an extremely strong support for the Portuguese 
language and since the film is about nations, it was as if it 
had taken place in Belgium with the European Union, everyone 
speaking in his own manner. 
The great difficulty for the European Union is the particular 
identity and language of each country. America is an 
accumulation of Europe. Its colonizers from top to bottom 
weren't the indigenous people but the Europeans, the British, 
the Spanish, the Portuguese, the French, the Italians, the 
Swedish, and lately the Indians, the Chinese, the Japanese 
and others who come to complete this puzzle, but there is 
only one language which is English and this is a simplicity. 
The EU preservers very clearly defined identities and a diverse 
number of languages and that is where the difficulties lie, 
in the possibility of incomprehension. The scene is some 
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you realize the mistakes you've made and can't fix anymore. 
You're limited to the material shot and can't go back, but at 
the same time it is very empowering because you can find 
(previously) unimagined solutions for the film. 
AQ: I was wondering how you choose an editor and if you 
keep a close relationship with him or her during the editing 
process? 
M -· 0: I used to edit myself and I would have assistants, 
but this changed with the continuity of my work with Valerie 
Loiseleux. After The Divine Comedy, her third film with me, she 
asked to be credited as an editor and I accepted. By contract 
I have the right to operate the editing system but it never 
came to that. She is an excell~nt editor who provides me with 
great suggestions. I accept the great suggestions and reject 
the not so good ones. If she does something I like, great; if 
she does something I don't like I just correct it. What I like 
made by others is mine. 
(General laughter) 
AQ: I wanted to talk about the passage in the Magic 
Mirror th~t takes place in Venice and in the holy places of 
Jerusalem. I see that as a way of the Maestro integrating 
your historical preoccupations in the story. I understand it 
was a departure from the original book. Can you talk about 
this? 
MDO: It isn't part of the book but is a part of the text. The 
images didn't exist in the book, I created them. Architecture 
has a program to which it is subordinated and when it decides 
not to be subordinate it tries to build these amazing, artistic 
structures in the exterior that just don't correspond to the 
necessities of the interior, while cinema has got no program 
but has a subject matter that builds up a context, and within 
this context I make several shooting scripts and I take control 
of this context, based on the mapping I created while making 
the shooting scripts. When I see something really beautiful I 
try to feel whether it is within the context or not, if it is within 
the context I do it, if it isn't I reject it. A recent idea I had is 
that cinema cannot evoke the past. To me cinema cannot 
depict memories, dreams, or thoughts. Technically you cannot 
20 
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shoot them. Theatre is much more accurate in this sense; the 
actor comes to the stage and says "I dreamed of this" but it 
doesn't exhibit the images. Cinema exhibits the dreams or 
the thoughts but it shouldn't. Of course, I lay this question 
upon myself "should we strip cinema from this possibility 
or not?" The construction of a film within the boundaries of 
these concepts becomes more difficult. In the book, when the 
girls were in the room and evoked their childhood memories, 
Alfreda said: "I would like to see the Virgin Mary." I had two 
options. I could either include this evocation in the film or 
I would just leave it in words, as it would have been in the 
theatre. Later, I decided that I would like to include what she 
heard from her husband when she was in a coma, I found it 
to be very interesting to show the trip her husband made with 
her to Venice and to Jerusalem. How would I illustrate this? 
I went to the set, and noticed that there was a big mirror in 
the room, when I looked more carefully I found that five or six 
more mirrors were there too. They weren't placed on purpose, 
they already existed there, so I figured I would change the 
novel's title, which was The Soul of the Rich, and name my 
film The Magic Mirror. Therefore, the magic mirror is a trick 
that illustrates the memory of the past and overcomes that 
difficulty. 
MSV: In most of your films, the ritual of eating is portrayed. 
The characters in conflict always eat together. Can you 
comment on why that is? 
MDO: You starve a lot in my films. 
(General laughter) 
MSV: What keeps you so lively and active after all these 
years? For most of us, filmmaking brings so much anxiety. 
How can that anxiety lead to longevity? 
MDO: Shooting. I turn this anxiety into life, shooting. 
MSV: Can you talk a little bit about your next project? 
DO: My next film is a little different because it is based on 
Belle de Jour, which is a film by Luis Bunuel written by him and 
Jean-Claude- Carriere. The main characters are Belle de Jour 
and Husson, who in Bunuel's film were played by Catherine 
Deneuve and Michel Piccoli. There is some sort of attraction 
between Belle de Jour and Husson but at the same time 
there is a refusal. Husson is a friend of her husband and an 
underlined desire for an encounter together with a strange 
impediment for it, exists between him and Belle de Jour. 
Regardless of the situation, Belle de Jour loves her husband, 
and the particular flavor of her infidelities is strangely based 
on this very love for him. It is strange. At a certain point 
she is seduced by a girlfriend to go to a brothel which she 
eventually does and finds the strangest figures. Husson finds 
out that she is there and surprises her. His presence there 
implies, since he is a client, that now Belle de Jour has got to 
be with him. She gets annoyed and refuses. He leaves. 
There is another client who is a criminal, who has sex with 
her and falls in love; he wants her to leave with him. She 
declines the proposition claiming to love her husband and not 
being able to leave him. Filled with jealousy, the criminal ends 
up shooting her husband so as to kill him and free her. The 
cops witness the crime committed in the streets, and c~ase 
the criminal who has an accident and dies. The husband 
survives as a paraplegic and a mute. He can only. see and 
hear. Husson comes to visit the husband. She doesn't speak 
to him. When she enters the room that had just been left by 
Husson, the husband has a tear in his face. 
This was Belle de Jour. In my film the characters are the same, 
it doesn't have to be the same actors; with the same actors 
or with different ones the characters are what matter. Forty 
years later, the aged characters meet by chance during a 
music concert. After the concert ends he tries to talk to her 
but is blocked by the crowd. When he finally makes his way 
through the crowd, she is already leaving in a Mercedes Benz. 
The rest you'll see in the film. 
(General laughter) 
SV: I want to thank you so much for coming here. 
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D ECTO 
BELLE TOUJOURS (2006) 
DO VISIVEL AO INVISIVEL (2005) 
ESPELHO MAGICO (2005) 
QUINTO IMPERIO -
ONTEM COMO HOJE, 0 (2004) 
UM FILME FALADO (2003) 
A Talking Picture 
PRINCIPIO DA INCERTEZA, 0 (2002) 
The Uncertainty Principle 
PORTO DA MINHA INFANCIA (2001) 
Porto of My Childhood 
JE RENTRE A LA MAISON (2001) 
PALAVRA E UTOPIA (2000) 
Word and Utopia 
LETTRE, LA (1999) 
The Letter 
INQUIETUDE (1998) 
Anxiety 
VIAGEM AO PRINCIPIO DO MUNDO (1997) 
Voyage to the Beginning of the World 
PARTY (1996) 
CONVENTO, 0 (1995) 
The Convent 
A CAIXA (1994) 
Blind Man's Bluff 
VALE ABRA.AO (1993) 
Abraham Valley 
DIA DO DESESPERO, 0 (1992) 
The Day of Despair 
A DIVINA COMEDIA (1991) 
The Divine Comedy 
'NON', OU A VA GLORIA DE MAN DAR (1990) 
No, or the Vain Glory of Command 
CANIBAIS, OS (1988) 
The Cannibals 
MON CAS (1986) 
My Case 
SOULIER DE SATIN, LE (1985) 
The Satin Slipper 
LISBOA CULTURAL (1983) 
Cultural Lisbon 
NICE - A PROPOS DE JEAN VIGO (1983) 
VISITA OU MEMORIAS E CONFISSOES (1982) 
Memories and Confessions 
FRANCISCA (1981) 
AMOR DE PERDICAO (1979) 
Ill-Fated Love 
BENILDE OU A VIRGEM MAE (1975) 
Benilde or the Virgin Mother 
PASSADO E O PRESENTE, 0 (1972) 
Past and Present 
PAO, 0 (1966) 
PINTURAS DO MEU IRMAO JULIO, AS (1965) 
A CACA (1964) 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
Passion of Jesus 
Rite of Spring 
PINTOR EA CIDADE, 0 (1956) 
The Artist and the City 
ANIKI BOBO (1942) 
Aniki-B6b6 
FAMALICAO (194;1) 
JA SE FABRICAM AUTOMOVEIS 
EM PORTUGAL (1938) 
MIRAMAR, PRAIA DAS ROSAS (1938) 
ESTATUAS DE LISBOA (1932) 
DOURO, FAINA FLUVIAL (1931) 
Labor on the Douro River 
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WRITER 
BELLE TOUJOURS (2006) 
ESPELHO MAGICO (2005) 
QUINTO IMPERIO -
ONTEM COMO HOJE, 0 (2004) 
Scenario, Dialogue and Adaptation 
UM FILME FALADO (2003) 
Dialogue and Scenario 
PRINCIPIO DA INCERTEZA, 0 (2002) 
JE RENTRE A LA MAISON (2001) 
PALAVRA E UTOPIA (2000) 
LETTRE, LA (1999) 
INQUIETUDE (1998) 
VIAGEM AO PRINCIPIO DO MUNDO (1997) 
Dialogue 
PARTY (1996) 
Scenario 
CONVENTO, 0 (1995) 
A CAIXA (1994) 
VALE A8RAAO (1993) 
DIA DO DESESPERO, 0 (1992) 
A DIVINA COMEDIA (1991) 
'NON', OU A VA GLORIA DE MAN DAR (1990) 
Dialogue 
CANl8AIS, OS (1988) 
MON CAS (1986) 
Scenario 
SOULIER DE SATIN, LE (1985) 
Adaptation 
FRANCISCA (1981) 
Adaptation 
AMOR DE PERDICAO (1979) 
Screenplay and Adaptation 
8ENILDE OU A VIRGEM MAE (1975) 
Adaptation 
PASSADO E O PRESENTE, 0 (1972) 
Adaptation 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
Scenario 
ANIKI 8086 (1942 
Dialogue and Script 
EDITOR 
VIAGEM AO PRINCIPIO DO MUNDO (1997) 
DO VISIVEL AO INVISIVEL (2005) 
PRINCIPIO DA INCERTEZA, 0 (2002) 
CONVENTO, 0 (1995) 
VALE A8RAAO (1993) 
DIA DO DESESPERO, 0 (1992) 
A DIVINA COMEDIA (1991) 
'NON', OU A VA GLORIA DE MAN DAR (1990) 
CANl8AIS, OS (1988) 
MON CAS (1986) 
BOR80LETAS TAMBEM AMAM, AS (1979) 
NOS EMBALOS DE IPANEMA (1978) 
as Manoel Oliveira 
BENILDE OU A VIRGEM MAE (1975) 
PASSADO E O PRESENTE, 0 (1972) 
PAO, 0 (1966) 
PINTURAS DO MEU IRMAO JULIO, AS (1965) 
A CACA ( 1964) 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
PINTOR EA CIDADE, 0 (1956) 
ANIKI 8686 (1942) 
FAMALICAO (1941) 
ACTOR 
PORTO DA MINHA INFANCIA (2001) 
The Thief 
VIAGEM AO PRINCIPIO DO MUNDO (1997) 
Driver 
'NON', OU A VA GLORIA DE MAN DAR (1990) 
Narrator (Uncredited) 
CONVERSA ACABADA (1982) 
Priest 
AMOR DE PERDICAO (1979) 
Voice, Vaz off 
A CANCAO DE LISBOA (1933) 
Carlos 
FATIMA MILAGROSA (1928) 
Extra (Uncredited) 
PRODUCER 
PASSADO E O PRESENTE, 0 (1972) 
PAO, 0 (1966) (PRODUCER) 
PINTURAS DO MEU IRMAO JULIO, AS (1965) 
A CACA (1964) 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
PINTOR EA CIDADE, 0 (1956) 
CINE ATOGRAPHER 
PAO, 0 (1966) 
PINTURAS DO MEU IRMAO JULIO, AS (1965) 
A CACA (1964) 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
PINTOR EA CIDADE, 0 (1956) 
SOUN DEPA MEN 
PAO, 0 (1966) 
PINTURAS DO MEU IRMAO JULIO, AS (1965) 
A CACA (1964) 
ACTO DE PRIMAVERA (1963) 
PINTOR EA CIDADE, 0 (1956) 
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Portugese master filmmaker Mance 
De Oliviera visited Columbia College 
Chicago on Monday, October 17, 
2005. During his time at · he 
College, Oliveira sat for an interview 
with faculty member Mehrnaz 
Saeed-Vafa. This program was 
:part of a series of events cre.ated 
as the res of the Col ege's 
cosponsorship of the 41st Chicago 
International Film Festival. 
The interview, held in front of a room packed with students 
and members of the local film community, and this resulting 
booklet could only happen with the help and support of 
many people. A great debt of gratitude is owed to Michael 
Kutza, Helen Gramates, Sophia Wong Boccio, Tony Karman, 
Naomi Walker, Phil Bajorat and Adam Smith of the Chicago 
lnte-rnational Film Festival. In spite of crushing deadlines, 
myriad_ screenings and panel discussions, and the general 
calamity of running such a complex event, each willingly 
offered us their time and expertise. An equal debt is due 
to Bruce Sheridan, Sandy Cuprisin, Joan McGrath, Eileen 
Coken, Charlie Celander and Gabe Klinger of the Film & 
Video Department, to Elizabeth Donius and Molly Hansen 
of IFP, and to Dr. Warrick Carter, Provost Steve Kapelke and 
Dean Doreen Bartoni for their support of this program. 
Another nod is also due to Miguel Cadille who ably acted as 
Oliveira's interpreter during the interview. 
Three very big debts are owed to those persons most 
responsible for the success of the interview and this 
completed booklet. Mehrnaz Saeed-Vafa seized the 
opportunity to interview the filmmaker with her accustomed 
energy, thoroughness and good humor. Conducting 
an interview through an interpreter is never an easy 
thing. Thankfully, Mehrnaz made it appear as though it 
were. Graduate student Miguel Silveira pitched in to an 
extraordinary degree. When he heard that Oliveira would be 
visiting the school he immediately volunteered to help in 
any way. Miguel wound up not only being the point person 
for this event, he also provided a sterling translation that 
went miles beyond what any spot translation could have 
offered. Jeff Smith took on the difficult role of coordinating 
all the events that flew between the Chicago International 
Film Festival and Film & Video Department. By definition, 
these were all programs that came about on the spur of 
the moment. Jeffs ability to plan, to organize and even to 
improvise when necessary, was a marvel. That the work was 
accomplished without Jeff ever losing his sense of humor 
was downright miraculous. 
Of course, the greatest debt of gratitude goes to our 
guest. An astonishing 96 years-old when he visited us, 
Oliveira moved through the school and the interview with an 
unflagging energy that left no one surprised that he is still 
making films. He generously gave us his time, his wisdom 
and his sense of humor, all gifts that will be cherished 
by those of us lucky enough to spend an extraordinary 
afternoon with him. 
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PARTICIPANTS N THE VISITING AR 1ST 
PROGRAM HAVE INCLUDED 
Harold Ramis (Inaugural Visiting Director)* 
Margarethe von Trotta* 
Volker Schlondorff 
Todd Solondz* 
Patrice Chereau * 
Manoel De Oliveira* 
Ousmane Sembene 
Albert Maysles 
Masahiro Kobayashi 
Pablo Berger 
Piero Sanna 
Hegge Life 
Sally Nemeth 
* INTERVIEW BOOKLETS FOR THESE VISITING DIRECTORS ARE AVAILABLE AT 
1104 S. WABASH IN THE 3RD FLOOR RECEPTION AREA AND OUTSIDE ROOM 
701. THEY ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AT THE SECURITY DESK AT THE DIRECTING 
STAGES AT 1415 S. WABASH. 
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